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Following a three year decline in US equity 
volumes, the concept of merging high and 
low touch trading desks has saturated 
the headlines over the past several 
quarters. A perfect storm of 1) declining 
institutional equity wallet 2) high electronic 
infrastructure costs and 3) rising expenses 
from the velocity of regulatory change has 
accelerated an inflection point for banks 
and broker-dealers. Regardless of whether one believes this is a secular or cyclical trend, how to structure your business 
to operate assuming the current equity volume landscape as ‘the new normal’ is the critical issue facing the brokerage 
community.

The proliferation of electronic trading has turned the traditional sellside coverage model upside down. The delta 
between skillsets of high touch coverage, primarily focused on trading markets, delivering sector content and finding 
block liquidity and low touch coverage which consists of fluency on algorithmic products, market-microstructure, 
program trading and transaction cost analytics is too wide a gap to traverse overnight. 

We believe, in time, the distinct skillsets between high touch and low touch coverage will converge, similar to the evolution 
of the skillset cross-over between block traders and salestraders over the past ten years. However, until such time, the 
interim period, THE NOW, will require flexibility and patience as we learn on the fly amidst this sea change. Beta is always an 
iterative process, one which requires both a steep learning curve and a client feedback loop to drive significant improvement 
and expedite the ultimate plateau of a consistent, value added service.
 
With regard to hybrid coverage, offering clients’ choice is our 
position on a wide spectrum of divided customer opinion. The 
default at Cowen / ATM is for separation between high touch 
and low touch: a clean division of church and state. However, 
we encourage customers to elect how they want to be covered 
whether it be allowing the high touch salestrader the ability to 
view electronic flow and make a call in the event of a natural or 
elect exclusive electronic coverage for both high and low touch 
orders. Either way, the formula during this transition period is 
straight-forward; listen to the customer and adapt.
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TRADING VOLUME HISTORY 

Month Trading Days ADV 
March  2013 20 6,126,284,135 
March  2012 22 6,623,537,179 

March  2011 23 7,870,383,901 

March  2010 23 8,303,318,517 

March  2009 22 12,303,335,045 
 

ADAPTING FOR 
LOWER VOLUMES
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Innovation 

The current environment has caused many algorithmic providers to reduce headcount and technology resources, consolidate 
coverage in addition to allocating bandwidth and focus away from institutional US equity electronic products towards global 
markets, alternative asset classes, HFT and wholesaling. We have taken a contrarian approach at Cowen / ATM, and 
continue to increase our financial resources and commitment to product innovation and research for the development, 
support, customization and analytics of US equity algorithms catered to institutional investors. 

What began as open outcry in trading pits several hundred years ago eventually evolved into electronic direct market access, 
then later into smart-order routing and ultimately into algorithms. If you think about how far we have come over the last 
fifteen years, it is exciting to imagine the possibilities over the next five to ten. So what’s next?

We think about innovation in electronic trading in two ways: 

Differentiated tools to optimize execution quality 
&

Advanced analytics to better inform 
the trading decisions

Outwardly looking to the evolution of trading tools, we believe 
switching engine technology represents the next chapter 
of electronic trading. As the buyside trader continues to 
gain comfort, knowledge and experience utilizing different 
algorithms in a wide range of trading scenarios and market 
situations, automation of this process is a logical progression. 
Specifically, as stock prices move, both in absolute and 
relative terms, rules based logic and multi-factor decision 
models combined with end-user inputs or constraints will 
determine the optimal algorithmic strategy and parameters 
for the situation and subsequently, as the trading situation 
changes, the switching technology will modify the strategy 
and parameters in real time. 

With regards to advanced analytics, the ability to quickly 
and accurately identify trades which possess potential to 
be performance outliers represents a material differentiator 
amongst execution traders. The next generation of real-
time analytics are on the way to lend a helping hand to 
institutional investors. Detection of short-term momentum 
and signal strength will serve to help level the playing field 
with HFT participants.  

We categorize algorithmic providers into two subsets: 

providers who offer algorithmic products and also 

operate an ATS’ in which they internalize order flow, and 

providers who don’t internalize or take payment for flow.  

We refer to the latter subset of algorithmic providers 

as Venue Neutral. It is important to highlight that the 

routing configuration between providers who internalize 

and venue neutral providers can be significantly different, 

yet subtly noticeable.  

Venue Neutral
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Liquidity Discovery

Optimally sourcing liquidity has become a daily challenge for market participants. Lower 
volumes have exacerbated the complexity of trading within a fragmented marketplace 
where market participants can utilize thousands of permutations of order types in order 
to access exchanges and ATS’. As a result, ‘liquidity discovery’ has become a necessity for 
optimal execution. We define ‘liquidity discovery’ as the discipline of understanding with 
granular detail all available venues which market participants can source liquidity, the order 
types and electronic tools to access liquidity and the analytics associated with executing 
optimally at liquidity venues. This includes each venue’s order handling specifications, 
business model, the nature and type of market participants they allow in and cater to, the 
order types and routing configuration of algorithms and smart-order routers, and intuitive 
analytics to best provide ‘apples to apples’ comparisons on execution quality. We believe 
the concept of ‘liquidity discovery’ will transcend ‘the new normal’ era in similar fashion as 
‘price discovery’ did in the pre - Reg NMS era.

Several years back, Buy side working groups initiated the process of receiving Market 
Identifier Codes (MIC) in real time, utilizing the FIX protocol to enable the trader to see the 
venue which each child order executes at and the capacity in which the order has executed. 
This spawned a movement within the transaction cost analytics industry to compliment 
legacy benchmark analytics focused on the legs between 1) portfolio manager and buyside 
trader 2) buyside trader and sellside trading desk with enriched analytics toward the leg 
between 3) sellside trading desk and the marketplace.

The process of collecting liquidity venue data, analysis thereof and subsequent utilization 
into the execution decision-making lifecycle has become more integral than ever before. 
It is incumbent to understand the entire process from the parts the trader explicitly 
controls (Algo / Sor selection) to the parts which the trader does not control (order types 
utilized, routing configuration). The end goal is to be able to critically comprehend all the 
determining factors as to when, how much, where and by which means orders are routing 
to the marketplace.
 

”

“We believe 
the concept 
of ‘liquidity 
discovery’ 
will 
transcend 
‘the new 
normal’ era.

Liquidity Scorecard
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